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The Wireless Environment
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Some Details about the different Access Networks

● GERAN (1991 - ..)
The GSM EDGE Radio Access Network is based on TDMA and was originally standardized by ETSI. It represents the most  
successful mobile standard to date with app. 2 billion subscribers worldwide. Its major application is voice traffic but through GPRS 
and EGPRS, GSM also provides packet-switched services.

● UTRAN (2001 - ..)
UMTS is based on W-CDMA and was the first project of 3GPP. The system was intended to replace the GSM but till today, UMTS 
and GSM usually coexist. UMTS was enhanced through HSDPA and HSUPA which improve its suitability for bursty IP-traffic.

● LTE (2010? - ..)
Long Term Evolution was originally the answer of 3GPP to WiMAX. It is based on OFDMA and is the first 3GPP-network that does 
not offer circuit-switched voice services. It is fully IP-centric and offers multiple times the throughput rates of GSM/GPRS and  
UMTS.

● WiMAX (2008 - ..)
WiMAX as mobile standard has its origins in an IEEE-based microwave standard that dates back to the year 2001. In its mobile 
variant it uses OFDMA. The commissioning of WiMAX-networks was frequently delayed and suffered from various technical  
teething diseases. In that respect, WiMAX lost a lot of its momentum and credibility.

● cdma2000 (2001 - ..)
Like UMTS, cdma2000 is based on W-CDMA. It is predominantly a US-based standard and has its origins in IS-95. Support for 
cdma2000 is declining with major operators migrating to UMTS and LTE.
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Why can Wireshark be used in Mobile / Wireless?
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The Protocol Suite of the Mobile Environment

Example 1: UTRAN Protocols
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Screenshot: Wireshark, RANAP & Protocol Help
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Example 2: Core Network (circuit- and packet-switched)
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Screenshot: Wireshark, SIGTRAN & Protocol Help
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WIRESHARK as Part of Complex Network Monitoring Tools
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(1) Important KPI's in the Mobile Environment
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(2) Important KPI's in the Mobile Environment
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(1) Typical Issues in the Mobile Environment
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(2) Typical Issues in the Mobile Environment
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Future Update Ideas for Wireshark

● Semi-automatic interpretation of mobile log files
similar to existing TCP-traffic evaluation tools
could be used to ease logfile interpretation

● Fast integration of latest mobile standards (e.g. LTE-protocols)

● Integration of INACON's protocol help
to ease logfile interpretation in any protocol environment
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Thank You!Thank You!
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